Dear reader,

As we are taking the last few pages of a personal assistant, we are evaluating our newsletter and would love to hear your thoughts and ideas about it! Please find the link below and take a few minutes to help us improve our service.

To best tailor our service and content to your needs, we need your feedback: Please take a few minutes and give us valuable input on how we could improve our newsletter by answering our questions.

To evaluate our newsletter please contact us on newsletter@daad.de.

Your opinion wanted: Please evaluate our newsletter

Recent activities

March 2023 – Study & Research magazine 2023

Applications for the Emmy Noether Programme and the International PhD Programme at the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ) are currently being accepted. Applications can be submitted at any time.

Applications can be submitted until mid-December. Please find the specific application deadline of each school on their respective websites.

The next closing date for applications is 15 December 2022.

The next closing date for applications is 15 December 2022.

International Climate Protection Fellowship

Applications are now being accepted for the International Climate Protection Fellowship. The fellowship is available internationally via the network of the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) or the Goethe-Institut, and is designed to support climate researchers from non-German-speaking countries in preparing for a career in academia.

Applications can be submitted at any time.

Current calls

Recent activities

11 November – International Climate Protection Fellowship

Applications are now being accepted for the International Climate Protection Fellowship. The fellowship is available internationally via the network of the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) or the Goethe-Institut, and is designed to support climate researchers from non-German-speaking countries in preparing for a career in academia.

Applications can be submitted at any time.

Emmy Noether Programme

Applications can be submitted at any time.

International PhD Programme at the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ)

Applications can be submitted at any time.

International Climate Protection Fellowship

Applications can be submitted at any time.

Every Sunday Programme

Applications can be submitted at any time.

Recent activities

“Research in Germany” at the Materials Research Society’s Fall Meeting

27 November–2 December 2022, Boston, USA

People researchers currently working in Germany share both their research and living in the country where the spirit of Freedom can still be found: ZEIT GERMANY is the annual publication of the Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD). It is available internationally via the network of the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) or the Goethe-Institut, and is designed to support climate researchers from non-German-speaking countries in preparing for a career in academia.

Applications can be submitted at any time.

Recent activities

“Research in Germany” at the Materials Research Society’s Fall Meeting

27 November–2 December 2022, Boston, USA

“Research in Germany” at Neuroscience 2022

12–16 November 2022, San Diego, USA

“Research in Germany” at the Idealist Grad School Fair New York

19–20 November 2022, New York, USA

Science news

Successful research with an excellent research structure in Germany: This year, the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine goes to Svante Pääbo, the director of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig. He is honoured for his pioneering work in the field of palaeogenetics. Moreover, the ZEIT GERMANY Study & Research magazine 2022 is out and absolutely worth a look if you are searching for an overall guide to researching in Germany. Enjoy reading it online or get a print copy, which is available internationally via the network of the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) or the Goethe-Institut, and is designed to support climate researchers from non-German-speaking countries in preparing for a career in academia.

Applications can be submitted at any time.